
Warm-up 

Listen the “Bicycle” Song. Show the card with part of the bike what the song is talking 
about. Show the exact card from all bicycle parts, while you`re listening.  

Tapescript: “Bicycle” Song 

Lyrics:  

Refrain: Riding my bicycle, bicycle, bicycle  
Riding my bike  
My bicycle, bicycle, bicycle 
Riding my bike 

Hey look at me, me and my bike 
No training wheels 
Not even a trike  
I'm fast as lightening, that's my speed 
But I can stop, if I need 

Refrain 

With my handle bars, I steer my bike 
Round in circles if I like 

Lesson “Traffic situation”

Context  
The children learn simple road rules 

New language 
traffic lights, road signs, road marking, bicycle track, sidewalk, pedestrian, speed, 
training wheels, trike; What the traffic lights say? (A red light means “Stop”, a 
yellow light means “slow down and be ready to stop”, a green light means “Go”); be 
careful, follow the rules 

Recycled language 
bike, bicycle, riding my bike, car, bicycler, steer, pedal, wheel, seat, handlebars, 
brake lever, crossbar, chain, numbers 

Additional materials 
Flashcards 
Traffic situation poster /on paper or on interactive board/ 
Individual work cards 
“Safety on the road” playground or room 



I've got two peddles and I've got two wheels 
And all I have to do is push down these heels 

Refrain 

Main Picture 

Talk about the picture – traffic situation  
To set the context ask the children to tell you about the picture. Each part of the 
traffic situation is marked with numbers. Say to children – to find the names of signs 
and road things they need to know the numbers. Do a dictation – Number one is 
“traffic lights”, number two is “traffic sign”… Repeat each word several times.  

“Ask and answer” 

Play the game “Ask and answer”, first with the teacher, then in pears. Let them elicit 
the English vocabulary they know by asking simple questions, e.g. What’s this?, This is 
a pedestrian… 

Exercise “Individual work cards” 

Say “Get your pencil” and explain to children what they have to do – circle the word I 
say. 

“What the traffic lights say?” 

Go to “Safety on the road” playground or room. Use an electronic traffic light to 
explain to the children what the traffic lights say. Turn on the red light and say - A red 
light means “Stop”… 

“Traffic light”  

Play the game “Traffic light”. Divide the children into two groups – first group – 
cyclists, second group – pedestrian. Play a road situation, using the traffic light. Then 
turn off the traffic light and tell them that the traffic light does not working. They 
have to follow the instructions you give them and guess which light is on.  


